DR-96
Software Setup Instructions & Mechanical adjustments
Celerteknik

DR-96 without manifold tubing
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Software panel

To make a software position setup, following is needed:
•
•
•
•
•

DR-96 Software & drivers for Windows
USB to serial RS232 cable (only for standalone unit)
This instruction manual
MT plate intended for DR-96
Normal service tools and one 2.5mm hex key (simple angle type).

Before any setup can be done install DR-96 V1.1 software on your computer and connect USB cable
to one free USB port.
See software installation guide in Appendix A

Software Setup
It is recommended to disconnect vacuum pump and disassemble all tubes from manifold, this makes it
easier to do adjustments.
Before Software setup can be done make sure all hardware is aligned and all screws are tight.
Normally do not loosen any screws since hardware is factory done and normally not necessary to
adjust.
If steel wire under plate carrier which pull and control move from motor to carrier is loosen it is
recommended to send DR-96 back to factory for adjustments.
Drawings on hardware adjustments and setup for alignment is to be found in Appendix B
If hardware is well adjusted continue with software setup.
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Disconnect DR-96 from power supply and disassemble cover, be careful if this is a standalone unit
since push button wire is connected from cover to PCB board.
Put cover to the side but let push button cable still be connected. Now connect USB cable to your
computer and to DR-96 see picture 1.0.

Picture 1.0
Start DR-96 Setup Software V1.1 and establish connection to the USB serial port see picture 1.1.

Select serialport picture 1.1
Press push button on cover and hold down while connect DR-96 to power supply and wait for
initialization, this will force a standalone unit into remote mode.
Now you can run all functions on DR-96 from your computer and make a setup to be stored in DR-96
internal EEPROM.
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Setup
First put MTP on carrier and then click [Lock plate] to get plate in position. Next click [Init Zero] to
move carrier to init position and remain there.
Now click [Release Man.] This will cut current to manifold motor and make it possible to move
manifold up and down by hand.
This is why a simple 2.5mm hex key is recommended. Put key in the hex screw in center of ball
bearing, now it is convenient to move manifold up and down. Leave manifold in upper position.
Now select number of steps see picture 1.1 and click [Move Inc] and [Move Dec] until manifold can
be moved down into first column of MTP without touching any side and well centered in all eight
wells. First column is in the end closest to MTP lock-arm.

Picture 1.1
This setting must be done carefully and precise. When manifold is in position click [Set Pos 1] to store
start position in EEPROM.
Now make sure manifold is in upper position, select number of steps and continue to click [Move Inc]
and [Move Dec] to move plate to last column.
When manifold is in accurate position, again move manifold up and down carefully to determine the
right position. Now click [Set Pos 2] to store end position in EEPROM.

It is important to be careful and really take the time and effort to do this precise and it is extremely
important that all hardware is aligned since all eight nozzles must be able to move into MTP without
touching sides of wells.

It is also possible to adjust the time the manifold is down in wells by set a new number in [Washtime]
textbox and then click [Set Time].
The number is in tenth of a second (default 15), normally not necessary to change but some time if the
manifold has a tendency to lift the MTP when manifold is going up it might be necessary to extend
time in down position to make sure that all liquid and disk is gone before manifold is going up again.
When all this is done click [Engage Man] to put current on manifold motor. Then click [Init Ready] to
move carrier to init pos and then out to normal start position and release MTP from locking arm.
To make test of position setup click [Wash] and a wash cycle will start, now look carefully to see if all
columns are done without touching MTP.
If the wash run fails it is probably necessary to make a new setup and maybe check hardware again.
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If everything seems to be working it is time to disconnect power supply to DR-96 and reassemble
cover and tubing and connect vacuum pump.

When DR-96 is still in remote mode it is possible to test all other functions:
Click [Man Up] and [Man Down] to test manifold motor.
Click [Vac On] and [Vac Off] to start and stop vacuum pump.
Click [Lock Plate] and [Unlock Plate] to test MTP lock motor.
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Appendix A
All software necessary is found on CD.
In folder <Windows App> on CD open <DR-96 Software> and run <Setup.exe>.
Follow instructions for installation.
Connect USB wire in free port and windows will find new hardware. Follow instructions to install
driver.
In control panel/system/hardware/device manager- USB to serial comm. Port is viewed.
Remember number of Com. port (ex. COM7)
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Appendix B

Drawing 1.1

Hardware adjustments start with carrier and rail alignment. Loosen adjustment screws only until it is
possible to move carrier.
Adjust carrier and MTP to be parallel to rail. Use point of measure to check distance between post and
carrier by moving carrier to endpoints. This is important and must be done precisely.
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Drawing 1.2

Next step is to align the angle between manifold centerline and MTP centerline to be 90 degrees.
Even this is important and must be done precisely.
Adjustment screws for this are in bottom of manifold post. Loosen screws just enough to move
manifold post and check that all nozzles are in line with wells of MTP.
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When angle of manifold is adjusted the manifold must be adjusted in sideway to make nozzles go
down into MTP wells, so this adjustment is done simultaneously.

Drawing 1.3

When all these adjustments are made and all nozzles are possible to move down into MTP wells it is
time to do software setup.
Remember software can not compensate for bad mechanical adjustments.
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